The Piano Man Event Packages 2018

Corporate

Black Tie/Awards Dinners
Product Launches

Rates
Up to 3 hours $1500

The Piano Man has performed board level, political
and government formal dinners for guests at federal,
state and local government level and for ASX200
listed companies and International charity
organisations for over 15 years and knows the
protocols, presentation levels and repertoire choices
required to create a highly sophisticated atmosphere

Up to 4 hours $1850
Up to 5 hours $2000
Rates based on Sydney Metropolitan Area. Regional,
Interstate and International packages available on
application

End of Year Parties/After-parties

Rates

Less formal events and celebrations require a high
energy, more interactive experience and here the
Piano Man excels, with a huge range of material that
brings together the diverse range of ages and staff
positions from entry level and junior employees
through to senior executives, whilst still maintaining
an appropriate level of sophistication

Up to 3 hours $1500
Up to 4 hours $1850
Up to 5 hours $2000
Rates based on Sydney Metropolitan Area. Regional,
Interstate and International packages available on
application

Private

Milestone Birthdays/Engagement Parties
Housewarming Parties

Rates
Up to 3 hours $1500

The Piano Man has the repertoire and experience to
take your party from pure sophistication through to
dance floor exhilaration and perfectly reads the mood
through the various stages of your event. His ability to
read the audience and match his material to the
moment and age-range is unparalleled

Up to 4 hours $1850
Up to 5 hours $2000
Rates based on Sydney Metropolitan area. Regional,
Interstate and International packages available on
application

Weddings

Arrivals to Formalities/Full Reception
Ceremony and Canapés
Destination Weddings

Rates

The Piano Man has performed hundreds of
weddings, locally, nationally and internationally and
brings his full experience and attention to detail to
bear on this most important of life events. His ability
to match the song to the moment and bridge the
generations with his music makes for an
unforgettable night of sophistication, warmth and
celebration

Up to 4 hours $1850

Up to 3 hours $1500

Up to 5 hours $2000
Rates based on Sydney Metropolitan Area. Regional,
Interstate and International packages available on
application

Add-ons

Band/Musicians

Rates (per player)

Take the Piano Man experience to the ultimate level
with additional musicians. Choose the sophistication
and excitement of an additional solo instrument, such
as saxophone, or add a rhythm section to enhance
the dance floor experience

Up to 3 hours $650
Up to 5 hours $750

